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Introduction 

 Opportunities exist for agriculture 

 Real risks and challenges exist 



Where Are We? 

 Rising US Debt 



Where Are We? 

 Strengthening Dollar—Higher Interest Rates?? 



Where Are We? 

 Higher Interest Rates? 



Where Are We? 

 “Official” inflation rate remains low, but… 

 Significant commodity price inflation for an extended time…is 
dropping food and energy prices justified during times of 
extended inflation? 

 Very sluggish job and economic growth, but if we have 
inflation at the same time…stagflation…1970s. 



Opportunities Moving Forward 

 Still opportunities to price commodities at relatively high 
prices 

 Increases in interest rates may “deflate the bubble” 

 Continued price volatility may lead to unique contracting 
opportunities with non-traditional outlets 

 Vertical coordination with downstream processors seeking to 
manage price risk 

 Must approach these relationships differently; they view the 
supply chain differently than traditional merchants/brokers 



Real Challenges/Risks 

 Interest rates 

 Price effects and borrowing costs 

 Regulatory risks 

 High price of risk management tools 

 Policy 



World Markets 

 Growing global population 

 Higher average incomes in key countries of China and India, but 
incomes still VERY unevenly distributed 

 HUGE numbers 

 Technology diffusion increasing yields globally, but still 
relatively slowly 

 Lots of open space 

 Brazil has almost as many uncultivated arable acres as the U.S. 
has cultivated acres. 



World Markets 

 Despite what OxFam or the New York Times publishes, most 
other countries are HEAVILY subsidizing agriculture…either 
directly or indirectly 

 While U.S. subsidies are cited as the stumbling block, it is really 
the reluctance of developing countries to open markets that has 
hindered any more trade agreement developments 

 Nevertheless, expect significant competition from foreign 
countries as they adapt to new varieties and production 
technologies. 

 Maintaining watchful eye on foreign market developments 
key to understanding market prices 



Conclusions 

 Short-term support for commodity price, but downside risk 
exists 

 Other things equal, growth in developing markets and 
incomes will support commodity prices over time 

 Tempered by growth in global supply 

 US and global macroeconomic factors have serious 
implications for commodity prices 

 Interest rates and inflation 

 Economic growth 

 Policy 


